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TAG LINE QUIZ 
 

Tagline Movie 
1.> "In space, no one can hear you scream."  
2.> "Yesterday they were businessmen. Today they're 
cowboys. Tomorrow they'll be walking funny." 

 

3.> "He's coming to town with a few days to kill."  
4.> "The first casualty of war is innocence."  
5.> "A family comedy without the family."  
6.> "Hurl at Home."  
7.> "Believe."  
8.> "Raise some hell."  
9.> "In Vietnam the wind doesn't blow, it sucks."  
10.> "If you think you'll get out, you must be 
dreaming..." 

 

11.> "He loved the American Dream. With a vengeance."  
12.> "Trust him...he's a cop."  
13.> "1997. New York City is a walled maximum security 
prison. Breaking out is impossible. Breaking in is insane." 

 

14.> "If you love being scared, it'll be the night of your 
life." 

 

15.> "They're hog straddling female animals on the 
prowl!" 

 

16.> "You'll believe a man can fly..."  
17.> "This summer, Tom Hanks and the Rockford 
Peaches prove that a woman's place is at home...and 
first, second and third." 

 

18.> "They went looking for America, and couldn't find it 
anywhere!" 

 

19.> "No parents. No teachers. No rules. No mercy."  
20.> "If you can't say it, see it."  
21> "This bug's for you."  
22.> "Sooner Or Later, Everyone Does."  
23.> "An adventure for anyone who's ever worn diapers."  
24.> "Every town has a story. This one has a legend."  
25.> This is the weekend they didn't play golf.  
26.> Catch it.  
27.> He's survived the most hostile and primitive land 
known to man. Now all he's got to do is make it through 
a week in New York 

 

28.> When he pours, he reigns.  
29.> The name in laughter from the hereafter.  
30.> This woman has just axed, castrated and burned  
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four men beyond recognition. But no jury in America 
would ever convict her 
31.> Sometimes Good People Do Evil Things  
32.> Here Kitty, Kitty, Kitty  
33.> ...Fear Thy Neighbor  
34.> For Harry and Lloyd, every day is a no brainer  
35.> Things are about to get a little hairy  
36.> Sometimes Dead is Better  
37.> They built the city to see what makes us tick. Last 
night one of us went off 

 

38.> In a world where nothing is what is seems you've 
got to look beyond 

 

39.> Murder isn't always a crime.  
40.> We told you. Remember the rules. You didn't Listen.  
 


